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Dr. KinslerpoinLSom the exrremelycomplicated nature
of the relationship present at the center of most psychotJlcrapies. The therapeutic involvement is a deep relationship, although, it has limits. It ,"",ould be easier to grappic wim Dr.Kinsler's obselVdtions ifhe had clarified exactly
what he W3S using as a working definition for the concept
of~real caring" and "deep engagemclll"witholilcither ~inap
propriatc limits or unrlerinvolvemcnt." His terms and comments fail to describe whal appropriate and caring and limit
seuing might be, and fall shon of defining what k.inds of
behaviors constitute caring.
Clearly, his understanding of truSt, projection, and dissociation have long been recognized as cornerStones in the
working through of dissociative conditions. To what extent,
however, must a therapist abdicate traditional therapeutic
postures to gain trust? This has not been clearly delineated,
wim Lhe exception ofsome instances where he seems to offer
unlimited availability to patients by telephone and an unlimited feeling of caring about patients "because }'ou're worth
it. ~ Presumably, this continues even in situations when many
therapists feel overwhelmed, fatigued, angry, and may
wondcr whether the paticlIl is "worth it" due to excessively
demanding behaviors or destructive and homicidal threats
toward their therapist. It may be hard to indicate ~you're
worth it.. to a patient who is trying to play out underserving
beha\<1ors. Honesty may create more trust man "unlimited
anything." \Ve can aspire to the former, and can never guarantee to provide the lauer. \¥hat we can do, however, is to
have dignity, respect, a nonjudgmental attitude and an understanding of the patient's needs. We can try to help them to
work in therapy to the best of their ability at any moment
in time.
I have seen "deep caring" become deep countertransference.I have known therapists to advise patients to remain
at home to avoid danger, and at times, to allow patients to
virtually move in with them for periods because of their own
fears for the patients. Others have driven patients out of
state and involved tllemselves in what might be considered
both real caring and a deep personal centrality ofrelalionship when, in fact, these beha'<1ors may reflect these therapists' confusion about what really might help in terms of
encouraging a patient's personal growth and sense of mastery through encouraging independent behaviors in other

instances. We may mistake gratification for a mode of therapy instead of a countertransference enactment .....hen we,
as therapists, feel overwhelmed, accept a patient's burden
in treatment as our own, and feel impotent to help in more
clearly defined "''<iys that might also lead to our patient'S
healing and trust. What a patient needs and what a patient
wanlS are often different things. a fact that is not always recognized by patients, and may not be appreciated by naive
therapists.
\¥hen patients confront agreed upon limits that do not
gratify them and (hat may require them to tolerate frustration, it opens a whole new arena of transferences around
experiences of neglect. abandonment, and abuse. This
imponant therapeutic opportunity can be missed if a therapist adopts an over-gratifying position ofcaring and engagement. The patient's capacity to experience and work through
the negative side oftheir feelings toward important persons
in their past may be overlooked for a long time when these
transfercnces are not appreciatcd and addressed.
Lastly, in regard to some of the patient issues, one has
to recognize that some of this caring and deep engagement
is dependent upon the patielll's fulfilling other obligations
such as the financial commitments and rules .....ithin therapy. lllerapy is not made a''<iilable on the basis ofsomeone's
deciding or decreeing that a patien t is "worth it." Furthennore,
patients are not purchasing relationships. They are purchasing
therapeulicexpertise, and hopefully, their therapist will provide empathy, sensitivity, and understanding within those
relationships. Granted, patients will often say what it is that
they needed in the course of their treatment and that mey
would not have made it without them. These may be retrospectivejudgmen ts and ortenlimes, self-ful filling prophecies.
Whether we define such therapy situations as a special
relationship, or as the recognition ofspecial technical problems in MPD may be of some concern. It makes patients feel
different and special in the way that we are trying evelllualIy to discourage, so that the peak points of their li"es and
their primary identifications are not around their specialness through illness, crisis, or their specialness to a therapist who, in the long run, will be weaning himself, or herself, from them.
Most of us have gone through a variety of shifts in therapeutic rationalizations searching to find more humanislic
ways LO help. In my experience. many return to more trad).tional treatments and constraints, for a variety of reasons,
including that a patient can know the person he begins with
will remain a constant as transferences emerge. Further. we
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must remain committed to a model of the world that the
patient must accept. Doinggood ps)'chot.herapy in someway

automatically affords special "deepness" (hal should be
emphatically present for all patients. •
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